Finding a purchase
Explorations in understanding
By
Irene Brooks, Ph.D. (Richard L. Rose)

In memory of Susan Irene Rose,
The first of May

This poetry collection, by the character Irene Brooks from the
novel Frameshifts by Richard L. Rose, includes the series of
poems, Finding a Purchase, from the book, an introduction, and a
second series of library explorations.
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Three reasons for another book of poetry
Much understanding is learning what to ignore.
Of my sliver of what’s known,
Half is error,
Another third is supposition,
The proud remainder
Confidence
Like snowfall’s white scatter,
Burring edges,
Lining tendrils, buds, spires,
Becoming, where it lands,
Apparent trees.
So many thoughts adrift,
Heel and yaw,
Push and draw us
Into cool but temporary states.
Mind where you settle.

Try the Betta Version.
What could be more natural
Than artifice?
Hexagons of wax
And spittle;
Lines of code;
Polygons of bricks;
A quarter
Housing poets, colorful
As Betta fish.
Each is squaring off his lines
Against someone,
Anyone like him,
In challenge-mode,
Puffed with craft and tricks
That mirror every fix the other makes on life
Between gulps for air.
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The energy carried by matter
Greasing the antler after scratching on it
Snakes, sea-lions, lavender and barley,
The changing quarry of the sea and land,
Put a yellow shine on the raked surface.
But all that glitters is not ornament.
This gloss becalmed the struggle with a hook
Snagged in a bristled mouth that dragged away
A foot, and broke this handle on display.
This shine, like thought, is calm above much trembling.
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Four May Songs
for sustenance

May Day
May's for allowing
nests and antler-shove,
goldfinch-throng, and plowing.
May is for love.
Earth turns round admiring
her green gown.
Our songs are of desiring -bird high up, mouse deep down,
moles and hermit frogs,
bee and heron green,
those who creep in logs -all trill and sing unseen
for love, for all we may.
And you, my first of May -tell me of these brief nests, holes,
chimneys, homes, ours will stay.

The blue sky
and other unmentionables
like clouds through branches,
sunlight through red maple leaves,
a bright cardinal in the yew,
are visible to the pure in heart,
unlike those Mazarins,
those cardinals of a different hue,
invisible to you.
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The Mortgage Button
Wielding influence, my penknife,
I ascertain what we contain,
what of this life, sure and uncertain,
we can claim for satisfaction,
for the glory of God,
or morning glories on a newel post
finally ours.
It’s less and more than you suppose:
these flowers.

Makeshifts
Of bones or hieroglyphs—
bricolage of shelters,
hedge annuities, monoliths
and multiple holdings—
scaffoldings
secure for now—
make no mistake.
They are provisional.
So much meant to last
at best will simply hold.
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FINDING A PURCHASE
“No theoretic refinement has been allowd to modify the skeme, if it wud detract from
usefulness or ad to cost.”
Melvil Dewey, Introduction to the Decimal Classification and Relative Index

“…allay all jealousies as to the object of your journey, satisfy them of it’s (sic)
innocence.” Thomas Jefferson, 1803
“I doubt if any winter counts, the Indian calendars recording the most important
events of the year, even recorded the arrival of the expedition.”
Vine Deloria, in Lewis and Clark through Indian Eyes (Alvin Josephy, Editor.)
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Push off the Perogues (100)
1
Now I will speak of understandings
And of how things are:
To expose and tell
What knowing is
And what is known.
Of many before
And many to follow
I am but one, no more—
Two eyes, two ears,
And a thicket past the brow.
We live within our magnitudes,
Tell tales, tend right and left,
Behold no more than is revealed
And yet we imagine other scales
And other latitudes,
2
Other worlds –upstream
And down into the grain of things.
Other worlds, our theme
To work and realize,
Are found in our imaginings
But understood by reckonings
That map both thoughts and prize.
Oh that we could gather wisdom up
Not as a yarn,
Covered by retellings,
Or a tale cut from chatterings against silence;
Wild caws and chittediddles’ saws,
But as radiance in a cup.
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3
As we two settle in this place
My aims are but to understand experience,
And show such understandings as I may,
And claim that knowers and the known
Suffice; save dreaming, there’s no more:
No take-off without landing,
No pulse without breath,
No life without death.
Nothing’s known –however much we’re fond—
Nothing’s known of myst’ry, the beyond,
Or understanding beyond understanding.
4
I am but one, no more,
And if I tell how things are
It is for now, no more,
And if I find ways to tell
That stay close to the bone
Without becoming ossified,
It is to depart this skull,
To pull off and look back,
The principle applied
Being that to go outside
Requires free passage
From a thousand tribes,
The agencies of thought,
The native peoples who create what is.
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Good Medicine (200)
1
What was, and is, and is to come
Is not beyond understanding
But sitting across the room.
Given any two, it is the constant third,
Special but not spectral:
The between
That beckons from another’s eyes,
Not thing or being
But relationship,
A domain whose variables
Rise from interactions
And fall when we slip
In betrayals.
This passage lies
Through others’ eyes.

2
This passage is a tunnel
With ancient trails to other rooms
Where by trials and ordeals
We try out our ideals
Such as they are:
A great catch,
A sharing of bread,
A send-off for the dead.
Above, the martins throng the Spirit Mound—
Not souls, but birds
Who know where insects can be found.
So are creeds—
The high aerobatic acts
Made of deftly soldered speculations:
The flux of words.
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3
Worship defines the object of devotion;
Then canon follows revelation.
Given the ritual or rationale,
We choose tradition or reformation.
Either names the nameless;
This is not a person, place or thing,
Only the between
Summoning us to action
That ties and re-ties us to the given,
For we are gifts of the survivors
By whom and from whom we rise.
4
You are the gift,
The gift of survivors,
The gift outright
Of land and family and culture.
Despite your wishes,
You are the gift.
Attend. Learn what was given.
Give and respond and listen.
You are the gift,
Lifted from the human and animal,
The beautiful and terrible.
Despite their wishes,
You are the gift.
Hear then the holy message:
There is no easier passage.
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Ubuntu (300)
All who cross the continent,
Meet every human tribe,
Climb the great divide
To look behind our human history,
And make the thousand portages
Across the wide cerebrum
Learn to see.
Sometimes in a rush,
Sometimes a thready course
Of bottlenecks and self-deceptions,
We make but one river.
One mind, one people,
One living and one cosmos
Made of many,
We learn to see.
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The Interpreter (400)
How can we trust her?
She could call a strike on our position
And we would never know.
Captive of one people,
Bought by another—
Like words, stolen on pretext
Of being loaned-She finds us artichokes
By poking sticks in trails of meadow-mice.
Is it in fact her gift or something she would never eat,
Some joke to see us eat it out of season?
Yet only by looking through her eyes can we see.

Conceptions (500)
Concepts always betray the facts.
The notions of a bear
From paw prints left in barren tracts
Or stories natives share
Of vengeful giants snapping necks
Like beans; or drawings scaled
To the micron; or muskeg specks
From tundral cores detailed
To prove an ancestral beast
Stopped for halibut;
Or image showing the least—
A follicle of hair, cross-cut—
Miss the black maw
Of oblivion.
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Contraptions (600)
With hinges, bridges, booms,
Sockets, needles, ropy sinews,
Rib-vaulted rooms, gliding puzzle-joints
Musky remedies, perfumes, knives, inks
Bloody drinks, fabric of hide,
And necklaces of teeth and claws
Worked out from the slaughtered beast,
We wipe the ochre from our faces,
Speak to the departing spirit;
Rub out faint lines of construction
And other bloody traces
Of how we learn technique.
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Counterpoint (700)
Art, always confrontational,
Shows all knowledge is relational.
Crawlers creeping on all fours,
We make our way on metaphors.
Assault both from the rear and frontal
Compels us to be contrapuntal.
There are no town limits here.
We anchor our craft from fear
The churning swells of voices
Will tip out our devices.
Guiding art or how we think
We use images or sink.
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Props (800)
1
Supporting action are the qualities of things,
Five sets in a second changed on a stage
That is the world, whose openings—
All played within, there being no without—
Present reality, arriving all the rage,
Leaving at the side door, bundled with provisions.
As for the red wheelbarrow,
And Experience –wide or narrow—
In matters of this sort
What we know is by report.
2
Self-knowledge, perfect form or beauty,
Like alchemy, eternity, and equity;
The Grail, and checks forever payable,
Though neither real nor achievable
Are worthy in that what we learn
Along the way is a true prize to earn:
That it’s better to inquire;
That oxygen feeds fire;
That deeds remembered are immortal
And liberty’s a holy portal.
Accept that what we take
For things is what we make.
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Partners (900)

1
What’s given simply is too vast
For us to take more than we make.
The universe has us outclassed.
A witness wants to be believed,
But in passage to the report
Intention frames what is conceived;
Though truth may always be our aim,
It is embedded in belief.
Someone must work to clear its name,
A partner for the passage through the dark:
A Krishna, Enkidu, Nestor, or Clark.

2
The only partner I have had in this
To wait, to listen, and to see me through,
Unknown, yet inches from this line, is you;
Yet I might know you well enough to kiss-With each always purchase of the other,
With each a continent to understand,
With each a hidden people, hidden land
Sharing all lines and the quilted cover
Of the Earth, now surveyed;
Waiting to be remade.
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Nine More Understandings
Deflections (100)
Making shifts continually,
Riding bubbles to surmise our lot
Within a multiverse where the demise
Of time’s arrow, like as not,
With other certainties,
Makes us a drifting snow,
A scattering of selves,
We inspect the scene
For some perch to hold it captive
In landscape, story, score
Or string of formulas,
But finally, seeing the hour,
Genuflect, rise, leave the service
As the fauxbourdon swells behind us,
And again approach the day
With its deflections.

Progress (200)
from ineffable
to unavoidable
and back again;
from Chief Smiter
to holy pal—
loving insider—
and then again,
flaming antiheretical,
to Blaming Levitical,
and from this
to Great Bystander
as piles of shoes and hair,
sheets of skin,
tangled eyeglasses,
meals of bone, meals of villages
then, meals of young men
bursting with fervor
are served. Such an appetite
makes a Huge Consumer,
and us retail
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Crooked E’s and Other Swell Ideas (300)
Many were the elaberrations,
The buffaloed and buffalos
Massing in corridors,
Their whistles bristling,
Racing from stage to exits.
Makeshifts
Of bones and hieroglyphs-Bricolage of shelters,
Hedge annuities, monoliths
And multiple holdings-Scaffoldings
Secure for now-Do not mistake:
They are provisional.
So much meant to last
At best will simply hold.
Pardon, but have you noticed,
Mean time,
How the tables turned
Not only for Greenwich
But for the “green world”?
And how usury is small potatoes
Compared to derivatives
And gas bubbles like drunks
Guessing their way upstairs
On a delicate spiral path
Of prices and pizzazz?
No AC for CA, but Surf’s up.
How piquant.
Nothing was more natural
Than to set the standard
By the center of the Empire,
Having finally made it not
Spain or Seven Nederlands
Or France, but closer
To Aldersgate and Cheapside,
Where the gin distillery exploded,
Showering the thankful mob.
Nothing is more natural
Than looking in the mirror
To be centered, Mr. Fox,
Whether we’re talking poles or souls.
What becomes of discarded centers?
Do they roll away like doughnut holes
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Or rust out like unvisited strip malls?
“Position yourself,”
The advisors remarked,
Singing another tune, but descant,
As they left us holding the tulips,
Junk bonds, and swollen ergo sums.
Summing up, it would appear
That appearances are what they seem
And that unseemliness
Is what we have to work with.

Patch this to his midbrain (400)
In a six foot line that one must read as five
by somewhere stealing stress, more briefly to arrive,
the Morphemic Operator designated
contrived (uneasily) to write a pattern slated
for another operator from the pool.
Tedium, praise for the end of the shift, or the Rule
itself a challenge (confining duty to directives):
though she was only to abbreviate connectives -for whatever reason -- she had tired of this
and pulled up a readout problem none would miss.
It came from the bench of a Particle Counter
like a meditation upon emptiness.
This Scintillator on his early morning stints
(shift same as hers; as tedious, on evidence)
was wasting costly beta cocktails on restarts;
his overruns required excuses and new parts.
The screen's left margin stealing a space each line,
zero untrue and shifting, he could not assign
corrections fast enough to track the slight advances
and declines; the rubato robot ruined chances
of his ever keeping error five percent:
Just the problem for subvocal management.
She produced a ponder program to improve his dwell
on noise and static and give him peace with the erratic:
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"Come, Oh come, Oh sweet and negligible feast
of lips and hands and breasts and tongues and stretching,
spilling, wasting, reaching, tasting, drinking, retching:
come and come again, droop and rise increased;
dwindle, dally, strum the belly of desire;
swim the medley -- mound and cave, brook and pyre,
reach within reach settling only to reach higher,
cooling to heaviness and subtler, bluer fire;
come, blue-green and slippery from slumbering eddies:
lie slyly on my thoughts like fingering, shallow roots;
drench me, seize my gentle flowers, crush my shoots
with swelling softness, salt me in thy shuddering breeze."
This the Morphemic Operator for the Counter
whose quench curve flagged and error rose unsated,
prepared: a sutra, subvocal and subzero,
to conduct him, as a pilgrim on a saunter
through emptiness and cool expanses of unstated
uselessness to dwell in secret warmth of snow.

Wooly Bears (500)
Nature also has its fasts and feast days,
its Shrovetides and somber passion plays,
its seasons of contrition and confessions,
its invitations and its grave processions,
its Jubilee years, coming after plague
and pilgrimages holy, long and vague.
With pinching steps and bristly flourishes
the wooly bears, for leaves or low October,
or whatever nourishes a great endeavor,
drop to the highway at midday and die
in quiet thousands; in this dolorous way
they leave behind no trail but themselves -no slimy ribbon of mycelia,
no stained glass or slaggy heap of tailings.
No sunken bridge or termitary tunnels
crumble after them. No wake of pillage
trails their pageant, but some of them grow wings.
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Landmark Shopping Center (600)
Landmark will survive my mention
I assume -- the shopping
Pickups, Hardtops, Coupes ingress,
the nibbling Backhoe leer,
Shored and guard-railed, Shirley Highway
like a fault-line thunder,
gliding fenderlings shoal
in the parking lot,
Surround Sears Automotive,
sniff the slake-lime halls,
gabble in the slack currents
between tides;
desires founder.

Death Benefits (700)
Art begins with poses, unlike riders
Spelling out exactly circumstances
Through which, by which, under which and, which is
Unforeseen, when what's left of mine
Shall be distributed to sundry heirs.
When you believe in art, remember, please,
That it begins with poses, with a role,
A voice, a choice of scene. None proposes
Claims for our inspection. Who wants a scene?
An air's for singing, stories most telling
When they seem for real, and detail most fine
In steps or swaying lines when most at ease:
Careful! Though Plato warned us off poets,
We need not march to mottos, go up in flair:
Afterwards, the still life must be eaten.
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Teak Walker (800)
Act I

His pace his own, it only happened
she was keeping up with him.
In her string-bag she carried things
he wouldn't eat without a fight.
The streets were rivers; he could dive,
come up in shattered glass and screams,
drive, trailing cheers, and break away
in squealing turn and nitrous haze
low as a shadow to the road—
or he could simply roll and glide.
She waited while he got a trim,
pulled her socks and held her purse.
His barber smelled of talc and chaw,
chanted the Racing Form, and wheezed
when he had to reach across
the boy to smooth the cloth,
He cranked the chair down to the floor
and still had to stand on a stool.
She kept ahead of her Tim, so close
they could hold hands. No, better not.
Pass the Dollar Store, the bar
that he could tell you all about
although he'd never been, her friends
on every stoop, pausing to lean
into the Preacher's car and nod
regarding how the world had slid,
weaving from car to car in twilight
motionless in amber talk,
drivers sitting on their hoods
and willows tipping down to hear.
They reached their porch as thieves ran out—
banging the door--someone he knew—
struck her where her gray hair thinned
along the crown--some kind of pipe.
She shuddered like a bat he'd poked
once in a tree; her arms fell down.
Tomatoes leaped off down the steps—
down, down—and she talked to him or God.
"Abide with me," she said
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and smiled at him and closed her wings.
Act II

Her name was Myra –Rudy’s cousin
from Mobile. Rudy later said
she brought him lunch because of Teak—
Teak they called him, and he called himself.
"Black Teak, only wood that sinks.
He drinks it in but doesn't speak:
too dark inside to be too close
to anyone, he live alone,
eat alone and work alone—
a tree so big and dense takes space,"
She said, first leaving sandwiches
where he could find them; later, soft
as bedspread his mother cast
like a fishnet over him,
Myra James knelt down to him—
her hazel eyes on him alone;
she settled over him like grace—
the kind of grace his mother said
was greater than our sin but not,
till this, a thing to be believed.
He'd filled his head with program code—
not what you showed to anyone
or talked about, except sometimes
he told his mother --if she heard.
Myra would smile and bring him drinks.
One day he didn't go to work—
Rudy had no lunch, they laughed.
"Download anytime you want,
Teak, honey. I will serve your file."
With Rudy Program Manager,
gone every other week on calls;
two salesmen and a clerk in front,
Teak was the only research staff.
He had four clones he rolled between
tying their memories in knots.
Sometimes after they had raced
together he would talk to them
like a boy who walks the hots
around the track another turn.
Myra didn't interfere.
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Just to be near him was enough.
She came midmornings; stayed past lunch.
Teak could palm a coconut,
his hands so big; and when he stood
was nothing that he couldn't reach.
One day she watched him change a light
without the ladder or the help
another man would need. He knew
she watched --and changed the ballast too.
She watched him and the way he lived
so close in on himself he'd crowd
her out if ever she allowed
herself to seem to want him more.
They knew how it had been and why,
since Zula Walker passed from Can
to Can't, the darkness left behind
grew deeper, like an abscess, sore
and cavitating everything
he did. She meant for this to change.

He would not play ball in school
or Navy. He would not hang out.
He had one goal –and object code
was only part of it –one pole
worth discovering –one aim
worth uncovering in time—
in due time. Nothing could be scant
in preparation: Master code,
cryptology, and make some rank.
He did all this and bought the store
with Rudy, who grew up with him;
Rudy who hustled, made cold calls,
pumped up sales, played the Track;
Rudy, gone every other week,
leaving him with Cousin Myra,
who knew that if she got too close
he'd bolt and spin and break away;
Rudy, the one friend who made good—
but always left the books to Teak.
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Act III

The plums and arbor were Teak's age;
pink Liatris and nodding Phlox
grew under them with sage and chives;
tomatoes of all colors, staked
with red peppers, grew beside.
He'd kept up Zula's garden beds
but mostly, working on her knees,
tough as roots that wouldn't come,
and hands spotted with age like leaves
begun to mottle, Zula kept them.
Myra arched her back and yawned,
pointing her toes, and turned to him.
He counted freckles on her nose
and traced their sprinkling on her cheek.
He held her down. "It's time to walk,"
she said, kissing him, pushing back,
sucking her teeth, "and this must change--"
But Rudy pulled her down again.
"You sure these back-ups worked for him?"
"Poor dense old Teak, I'm telling you,
he let me see the files.
Didn't know a thing I did."
"Cousin, he's got code for brains.
His precious store he doesn't own.
And the bid we get for this
will set us up in Cozumel.
Good old Navy buddy Teak—
I'm the only one he trusts."
Rudy didn't know he'd seen
the night he swung the pipe and ran.
Three years passed before they met
in Pensacola, bound for school—
tough training that Teak helped him through.
Teak had a goal.
The plane would land.
The LOAD command would arm the file,
crash both drives and print these lines:

"Teak don't swallow all he drinks,
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and it's Ebony that sinks."
The Prosecutor had Teak's books—
the real ones he had kept, and tapes
of Myra, faithful to her friend.
His mother never loved him less
for failing her, though she was mute
and something from her mind was God's:
the angels took it, Preacher said.
But every shoot she set grew tall
and strong like him and bore good fruit.
"Your hand," he said. Now it could end.
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Seeing Regis and Kathie Lee on a Bus in Richmond (900)
(February, 1994)
For man's convenience but for women more—
because a man will tend to go without
and let a finger freeze or be the last
to notice the disease that turned his feet
to yams, and spend instead of save excess—
come such movers and appliances.
Some from acres surmountably intact
scrape floors, while others pave the foliage smooth
as commentary; sometimes we are moved,
as by this broadcast to a bus
of drowsy riders settling on no thoughts
going down Carey Street to Shockoe Slip—
a street that only goes one way—who slip
from rides to drives as unaccountably
as little gusts throw sand along the curb;
who watch cold bucket jaws drool masonry
and, waiting turns, apply the images
chattering in our eyes to some defect
that these appliances repair or ease—
all these appliances: the shuttle bus,
the crane tipping to set a mixer neat
on scaffolding as twirls in petitpoint;
the Hosts of Muddled Flight who justify
themselves by being namebrands nationwide,
identifiable and talkative
as once Amana, Waring, Bendix were,
speaking from exhibits of The Home
To Come (whose kitchen's so convenient
we no longer use it).
But women, used
to transformed versions of reality,
to these devices men put first or last,
always prefer incarnate evidence
of what some wish became, or even how
obedience to an internal code
could be inferred from placement of the hands.
They muse upon the application less
than context, such as Meaning of a Touch,
of corn that grew from what we didn't eat,
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of baby's feet that curled without commands
to show them light; of smudge of painful color
in a crystal blur of raging fact.
They find secreted these original,
these germinal and ever incomplete,
imperfect meanings even in the Show
that lets its image chatter slow enough
for us to see, and in the Talk that stool
to stool somehow restores to us the Word.
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Sunday Afternoon
I organize my life around no Cause.
Perhaps this should be cause for some regret
Because a Daily Office fills the time
That would be ordinary otherwise.
Stations are provided, places marked,
Rubrics followed and events announced.
Whether Prayer or Trees come first or Guns
Or Better Schools or Gender Equity,
Deterring Crime or Saving Market Share,
Or Marginalization of the Arts,
These Causes help to fill an afternoon
That seems to be about some grief in joy
Or joy in grief I cannot recognize.
The robins have returned to fill the gutter
With their sticks. Forsythia retires
To the background for another year.
A late frost takes some casualties but comes
As no surprise, since months of freezing rain
And sleet and snow so hard our tracks don't sink,
And ice polyps made of Laurel buds
Have made me wary of the ordinary;
Uneasy with the afternoon, the warmth,
Bees in holly, and steady pulse of clicks
The ratcheting horizon makes past noon:
The light that sinters memories to bone.
***
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Annotations
to
Finding a purchase1
Three reasons for another book of poetry

Much understanding is learning what to ignore.
Like snowfall’s white scatter2,
Try the Betta3 Version.
The energy carried by matter
Greasing the antler4 after scratching on it
Four May Songs
for sustenance
May Day5
The blue sky6
The Mortgage Button7
Makeshifts8
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Contents of the title poem9, “Finding a Purchase”
NOTES ON THE PICTURES AND PHOTOGRAPHS 10:
Push off the Perogues11
1
Now I will speak of understandings12
I am but one, no more13—
We live within our magnitudes14,
Tell tales, tend right and left,
Behold no more than is revealed15
2
Wild caws and chittediddles’ saws16,
But as radiance in a cup17.
3
Suffice18; save dreaming, there’s no more:
Nothing’s known of myst’ry19, the beyond,
4
It is for now, no more20,
And if I find ways to tell
That stay close to the bone
Without becoming ossified 21,
It is to depart this skull22,
The agencies of thought23,
The native peoples who create what is24.
Good Medicine
1
The between25
.
This passage is a tunnel26
Above, the martins throng the Spirit Mound 27—
3
4
You are the gift28,
The gift of survivors,
The gift outright29
Hear then the holy message:
There is no easier passage30.
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Ubuntu31
Sometimes a thready course
Of bottlenecks32 and self-deceptions,
We make but one river.
One mind33, one people,
One living and one cosmos34
Made of many,
We35 learn to see.
The Interpreter
How can we trust her36?
She finds us artichokes37
Conceptions
Concepts always betray the facts38.
Contraptions
Counterpoint
Assault both from the rear and frontal 39
Compels us to be contrapuntal40.
Props
1
Supporting action are the qualities of things,
Five sets in a second changed on a stage 41
As for the red wheelbarrow42,
2
Though neither real nor achievable43
That it’s better to inquire44;
That oxygen feeds fire45;
That deeds remembered are immortal 46
And liberty’s a holy portal47.
Partners
1
The universe has us outclassed48.
Someone must work to clear its name 49,
A Krishna, Enkidu, Nestor, or Clark50.
2
Sharing all lines and the quilted cover51
Of the Earth, now surveyed;
Waiting to be remade.
Nine More Understandings52
Deflections (100)
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Progress (200)
Crooked E’s and Other Swell Ideas (300)
Patch this to his midbrain (400)
Wooly Bears (500)
Landmark Shopping Center (600)
Death Benefits (700)
Teak Walker (800)
Seeing Regis and Kathie Lee on a Bus in Richmond (900)
(February, 1994)
Sunday Afternoon
1

END NOTES

THIS IS PROBABLY MORE THAN YOU WANT TO KNOW. This is the annotated version
of the poetry for those who want explanations. I am not trying to spot-weld a meaning to every
phrase, but I would rather that you know rather than guess, however wisely, what I generally
intended. The title poem is a braid of three strands: the Dewey Decimal System, the Lewis and
Clark Expedition, and the physiology and philosophy of cognition. Susie’s graduate work on
library science was interrupted by babies. She loved libraries and, like me, wanted to be a
“sponge,” as she said, for all they had to teach. She also had a lifelong interest in American
history, and particularly the interactions of explorers and inhabitants during the expedition of the
Louisiana Purchase, sponsored by Mr. Jefferson, whose letters she helped to summarize when she
worked summers at National Archives. Her graduate study on the education of gifted children
was interrupted by sickness, but we had a thirty-year conversation about how children think and
learn. This poem braids these subjects by using the Decimal system for organization, the Journals
for the description of the journey, and the findings of cognitive science for the explorers’
discoveries.
2

Confidence levels are determined by the scatter of events.
Siamese fighting fish are sluggish creatures who live in shallow, muddy water and supplement the oxygen
from their gills with gulps of air. When two males meet or when a male sees his reflection in a mirror, they
become colorful and aggressive. We need to upgrade our idea of what is natural to a “beta version” that
includes such performances and artifices.
4
This ancient piece of art was pictured in a National Geographic. The phrase “calm above much
trembling” is my most concise statement of the tension between two scales of observation. The line “all
that glitters is not ornament” turns a phrase and also echoes the first line of an early poem. The first
Prologue to the Good Samaritan cantata (1968) began: “The poet’s song an ornamental glitter, say? /A
shiny, a laboriously polished bauble . . . “ I sent this poem to Susie for her comments before we performed
the cantata at Kleber Kaserne.
5
This was originally on a birthday card for Susie. Later, I included it in Profit of Doom.
6
Susie always looked up at the sky. She loved to watch it. It was one of the many small pleasures and
discoveries in the day, like small children, birds roosting in a tree, and unusual stones, that kept depression,
anger, sorrow and ugliness at bay.
7
A small, wooden button is attached to the newel post of a staircase when the mortgage is paid.
8
This poem is extracted from Crooked E’s and Other Swell Ideas. I present it here in the company of other
meditations on permanence and transience.
3
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9

CONTENTS

DEWEY CATEGORY (my version of Dewey’s system)

Push off the Perogues

(100)

Philosophy

Good medicine

(200)

Religion

Ubuntu

(300)

Community

The Interpreter

(400)

Language

Conceptions

(500)

Science

Contraptions

(600)

Technology

Counterpoint

(700)

Arts

Props

(800)

Drama and literature

Partners

(900)

History

10

NOTES ON THE PICTURES AND PHOTOGRAPHS I am not much of an artist or photographer, but I
believe that even my crude images enhance the work. Here are the images shown:
Push off the Perogues
The bow of a wooden boat
A magnified image of a sarcodine
A dish antenna
The rose-pattern coffee service that
Susie bought us in Germany.

Good Medicine

Ubuntu

Conceptions
Contraptions

Cave painting of wild cattle, one
is marked with an arrow to show
where to shoot.
Image of brain and terrain. On the
left, the colors suggest cerebral
arteries. On the right, they join
streams in a river’s watershed.
Skull of a brown bear
One of several branches that Susie and
picked up around beaver dams to show
our students.

Finally, the patterns found in the copies of this work I made for Bill, Rob, and my sister were
colored by Susie. They are the last crafts she made.
11
The word “pirogue” was usually spelled “perogue” by Lewis and Clark in their journals.
Throughout the poem, each set of lines or stanzas contains 92 syllables, the number of
different chromosomes per cell of a speaker and a listener, or 23 from each of their four parents.
So many “lines” connect us: genetics, business, politics, and trade, telephone, evolution
(exemplified by the 9-2 pattern in fibrils of sperm, bronchial cilia and protists), product lines,
expository lines, musical lines, daily pleasantries, and lines of work and lines of thought
(disciplines or ways of knowing) –some of which demand that we reshape ourselves for their less
than entirely worthy purposes. Personally, I have tried to avoid lines of work that require
dissimulation, manipulation, sycophancy and self-delusion. It was arguably not always in my best
interest. Of course, ultimately, one cannot avoid absorption in some work, even if it is the
determination to remain idle. One only achieves anything by becoming absorbed into it –even if
only briefly. Even tinkerers (bricoleurs like me) must settle in one place to write a poem. But
one’s efforts must be well-directed.
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Originally, there was an additional set in this section; because it seemed to need such a
long gloss, I put it into the endnotes. Perhaps it should go on into the trash. Transparent it isn’t.
All this said, however, I can’t yet bring myself to cut it:
Where two meet there are always four;

8

Given ins and outs,

5

The takeovers and routs,

6

Though two may speak, listen for more.

8

On twisted pairs, or nine round two,

8

Phrase parallel or bowed,

6

Pendent on taut speech,

5

Sometimes we only stay alive

8

With a line like”how do you do?”

8

Avoiding lines that misconstrue

8

Self and understanding

6

Means that when one makes a landing

8

No line is ever all you do.

8

Instead of using this, however, I bring in the topic of lines again in the last movement, Partners,
last stanza.

12

Finding A Purchase began as I was doing errands on May 17, 2007. Often when I am driving
or waiting I recite my understandings about different subjects and also recite commonplaces that I
enjoy recalling, the order of topics recited following the subject organization of the Dewey
Decimal System. In a very modest way, in Finding A Purchase I emulate Lucretius’ De Rerum
Natura, also an expository poem and Pope’s Essay on Man, which was one of the poems I would
recite when Susie and I recited poems to each other. She asked me to repeat the lines about the
“middling state.” Story-poems are more common, but narrative structure for the whole work
seems insufficient in a poem that means to deal with the nature of things, humanity and cognition.
I do not want to use a huge speculative narrative with the sweep of the Divine Comedy, Paradise
Lost, or the Aeneid. I want to stay close to my subject, avoid exaggeration, and avoid unnecessary
narrative. Alas, no readers may be interested in such a thing, but the poem began itself and
wanted finishing. Being a tinkerer, I obliged.
13

I take the subject seriously but acknowledge my grave limitations. Leon Kass writes of the
“blessings of finitude,” i.e. the courage, beauty, curiosity, achievement, and compassion that are
generated by our realization of our limited lifetimes.
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My favorite reference about magnitudes is Kees Boecke’s Cosmic View: The Universe in 40
Steps (1957).My son, William L. Rose, however, has surpassed this in his GIS programming.
14

Our sensory witnesses have limitations. For example, retinal rods’ peak response is calibrated
to 490nm. Similarly, our associative and functional cortex and thalamic relay systems are limited.
Percepts permitted by our attentive and orienting processes are limited. Concepts emerging from
many connections across many ensembles are limited. Value systems such as those of various
catecholamines also limit what we notice, conceive and understand by flooding us with strong
dispositions. Similarly, we are limited by our reflexes and learned biases and stereotypes. All of
these influences are the “revealers” to which I refer. Our knowing begins with their permission.
15

16

A chittediddle is a katydid, also called a sawyer. The name comes from the journals of Lewis
and Clark, who first heard them in the land of the Omahas (Mahars), a tribe decimated by
smallpox, in July of 1804. I also take advantage of the double meanings of “saw” and “yarn.”
17
The rhyme comes from one of Susie’s favorite poems by Sara Teasdale, “Life has loveliness to
sell,” about a child looking up “holding wonder like a cup.” The analogy is to dish telescopes,
which gather light.
18

The philosophical position, derived from Whewell, Fleck, James, Peirce, Bridgman and
Dewey, is that what we know is our experience and the reported experiences of others. It is
initially an operational kind of knowledge. When certain operations and measurements are taken
under certain conditions, one can reliably predict the consequent experiences. In rule-based
systems (mathematics, music, chess, gin rummy, mathematical logic, grammar, ideal gas model),
the consequences are even more predictable. To speak of knowledge beyond experience is to
mistake the nature of knowledge.
It’s not an accident that the word “myst’ry” has a space in the middle. Like the hole in a
doughnut, it’s the unknown to which we refer with a word. Once made into a word, this doughnut
hole functions grammatically as if it really were something. This is where problems begin.
Needless to say, I disagree with Huston Smith about the importance of mysticism and agree with
Marianne Moore that complexity is not admirable in itself nor is its insistence “the measure of
achievement.” Subjects like “dark complexity” and “high mysticism” are notable for their lack of
substance. Having said this, I stand guilty as accused by my advisor, Dr. Barry Beyer, of “liking
complications.” Susie was also irritated by my circumlocutions and mystifications. She always
hid her irritation, however.
19

20

Concepts are contingent upon experience. They change as experience becomes truer. Isaac
Asimov’s essay, The Relativity of Truth, explains that the truth of a concept such as the flatness of
the Earth depends upon usage. For trips of a very short distance, flatness is a workable concept.
The concept does not work for transcontinental travel, however. As we gain better understanding
of our experiences, our concepts become both more general and more detailed. What is meant
today by “atom” is quite a different concept from what Dalton had in mind when he tried to
explain the mixing of gases in the atmosphere.
21

I’m referring to bone, not being stoned. There are many subjects I have made no attempt to understand:
sports and most leisure activities, rock music, addictive substances, sexual adventures, mosh pits and other
mob events, stocks and bonds, economics and financial matters and interior decorating. No doubleentendres to any of these subjects (and many others, for my ignorance is broad)are intended.
22

See Ogden Nash’s poem, “There is a knocking in the skull . . .”
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This is Marvin Minsky’s designation for neural ensembles that work like programming
applications (applets). See his Society of Mind. The idea that each of us is many or “a city,” as
William Carlos Williams said, is an old idea. I suggest that each of us is a continent of many
peoples to be explored and mapped.
23

24

Benjamin Whorf, Edward Sapir, Colin Turnbull, & Edward Hall have all written eloquently
about the interrelationships of language, culture and knowledge. The Whorfian hypothesis that
linguistic structure may predispose the development of concepts is considered unsupported, but I
still think about it and, in different forms, it continues to come up in professional meetings. In a
larger sense, it should be obvious that the foundations of language and culture were created by
“native peoples,” particularly Neolithic peoples. So also, the neural ensembles and tracts of the
cerebral cortex create what is in our consciousness.
This is the Enterzwischen described by Martin Buber. I’m suggesting that it may be
quantifiable.
25

26

Lewis-Williams and Pearce (Inside the Neolithic Mind) argue that images such as tunnels have
a basis in both archeology and neurology.
27

Clark wrote about the martins swarming on the lee side of Spirit Mound (in South Dakota) on
August 24, 1804. He also commented that he supposed that native Americans may have gotten
their idea about departed souls congregating on the Mound from observing the martins.
28

This is condensed from the program notes to my opera/musical, The Books of Daniel, originally
presented as a benefit for a student scholarship from the Loudoun County Chapter of Phi Delta
Kappa. It finishes this section on religion with a little sermon.
From Robert Frost’s poem, The Gift Outright, beginning “The land was ours before we were
the land’s. . .” was what he recited at the Kennedy inauguration. Not only the land but also our
physiology and cognition are ours before we really understand them.
29

30

As there was no short-cut across the continent, no Northwest Passage, and, as Euclid said, as
there is no shortcut to understanding mathematics, so there is no escape from being recipients of
gifts, biological and cultural. We are not self-made. We arise, biologically and culturally, from
survivors. One reason for writing this poem is to make a few statements about our knowledge, our
limitations, and our relationships to each other. These statements are obvious but difficult to
accept. Indeed, our “never-sated appetite for self-delusion” assures this (See reference to
Frederick Crews in the endnotes to movement 900.) I would, however, prefer accepting them to
concocting elaborate stories or systems from my unwillingness to accept them. Ultimately, there
was no natural Northwest Passage, stories and hopes to the contrary notwithstanding. Telling
ourselves elaborate, exaggerated yarns about race, religion, epistemology, cognition, and the
nature and origins of humanity simply stall more productive efforts.
As I understand it, this African word, “Obuntu” or “Ubuntu” is a Nguni word defined as
“humanity.” It means that my well-being is linked to yours. It refers to reconciliation. I am a
human being because I belong, participate and share with others.There is no solitary human
being. See Allen’s biography of Desmond Tutu, Rabble Rouser for Peace. This is also a familiar
concept to some Native American tribes. This South African concept is quite different from our
idea of reconciliation. In our culture, two might be reconciled but remain self-sufficient and
31
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insular. Needless to say, the subsequent commercial uses of this term are irrelevant here.
32

By one account, one of the earliest bottlenecks for early Homo sapiens reduced the population
to about 20,000.
The speculative notion I have about “one mind” will not be obvious without another tedious
note, so here it is. I’m not thinking of Emerson’s ONE SOUL. My working definition of soul is
that it refers to a “whole-hearted” effort or approach. Examples are team-efforts, performances of
all kinds (stage, surgery, aerobatics) and acts of uncommon decency. This is not, however, what I
mean by “one mind.” In using this term I’m wondering whether there is not a sense in which all
human attempts to understand nature (including self knowledge) are shared by all humans. Now,
of course this doesn’t actually happen; that’s why I say it’s speculative. Yet every time students
go to a Handbook of Chemistry and Physics or read Epictetus or use a dictionary or apply Boyle’s
law in a lab or listen to Churchill speaking during the Battle of Britain or listen to the Eroica or
Paul Simon & Ladysmith or Sweet Honey in the Rock are they not sharing this mind? That its
neural ensembles are widely distributed and often inaccessible makes it no different than many
brains disabled by disease. To the extent that intercommunications, whether traditional or
electronic, improve connections does it not become more unified, purposive and sure of itself?
Does improvement of its integration not make it better able to understand its internal differences,
discrepancies and incompatibilities? Admittedly this is an analogy, but I present a poem, not a
treatise.
34
Heracleitus: “the living share one cosmos.”
35
I like the fact that the beginning of this sentence can serve either as the appositive of “we” or
the direct object of “to see.”
36
This poem about Sacagawea is also about language, its limitations and the left-cerebral
interpretive system of cognition. This system sums up a situation and provides the conceptual
context for our actions. That it may do so through bias, stereotype, and impulse as readily as
through accurate assessments is a reason to question our impressions and impulses. Susie and I
enjoyed a play about Sacagawea presented in Williamsburg.
33

See Lewis’s entry for April 9, 1805. It describes Sacagawea’s hunt for wild artichokes. As she
points with a stick, so the language student must learn to point and name in another language,
always uncertain of the exact referents.
37

The poems for categories 400 through 900 are all about “facts.” But all facts that do not simply
register sensations or report measurements are also conceptual and intentional. Levels of
conceptualization vary. Your immediate impression of a wounded grizzly running towards you is
something like “threat: run!” This is a low-order fact. A theorist (the personification of the
Interpreter) seeks facts to support an opinion. Even though she talks about such palpable matters
as tracks, spoor and dentition, she is assembling a concept of “urosity” or “bearness.” A
romanticist seeks facts to support his feelings. Goethe spoke with scorn of “those whom theories
convince.” A technologist seeks facts that can be applied to problems; indeed, he may see the
bear in terms of the problems. In solving medical problems, Dr. Groopman (How Doctors Think)
says that physicians anchor their diagnoses on initial impressions about the patient and
subsequently only seek support for the initial diagnosis. This method seems to work more than
75% of the time. Dweck, who studied “learned helplessness” (later generalized to the “attribution
error”) demonstrated that children’s concepts of their low intelligence led them both to conclude
that they could not do well in school and then to perform in ways that justified their beliefs about
themselves. Finding the irreducible, immediate, factual contents of experience requires us to
realize the roles played by our cerebral tribes of interpreters and conceivers and epicureans and to
38
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summon trusted partners who can take us as what they make and then invite us into their
experience.
39

We are confronted by what we can and cannot see, including information from both the
occipital visual systems and frontal intentional systems of cognition. Inspiration, as Avery
Crawley says in my book, The Profit of Doom, comes from capacious inhalation –being willing to
take in the difficult, the unmanageable and painful information in order to make something from
it. I call what I do “folk art” because I do it outside an academic or commercial context –where I
can take deeper breaths. Even folk art attempts to embrace and transform the difficult aspects of
our experience.
40

Any system of counterpoint gives control over many voices. In the graphic arts, the work is
framed or set apart, the rules operating within the frame, whether a painting or an installation,
providing a controlled space for disparate forces and components to interact. The American
Constitution gives control over many opinions within a system of forces checked, balanced and
resolved. The primary and higher systems of perception construe our awareness of a world of
objects and events from a multitude of disparate signals. The control systems of engines, political
theories, and the arts derive from the perceptual and conceptual control systems of cognition. This
is why Bach’s Art of Fugue is about more than music.
All of Gerard Edelman’s ideas about qualia may not be necessary to his otherwise convincing
description of the nature of consciousness as a kind of performance being set up for us many
times a minute by the interactions of cortex, thalamus, key nuclei and what he calls “value
systems” of secretions which, like the various catecholamines, send our emotions, with cognition
in tow, cascading down various tracks. See Wider than the Sky. These frequently changed
(perhaps every 25 msec) and continually adjusted conscious states (qualia) are the basis for what
we call experience and reality.
41

This refers to W.C. Williams’ poem, The Red Wheelbarrow, and his dictum from Paterson: “no
ideas but in things.” While I agree with this, I must also acknowledge that because of our
Interpreter, our corticocortical pathways, and other features of our cognition, it is also true that
things cannot be dissected from our experience and therefore our ideas of them. We know things
because we act upon them and in the same action probe them to learn more. The sensing, acting,
probing, remembering, learning and knowing are constituents of both the experience and the idea.
In taking the view that what we know is our experience of things rather than things-inthemselves, I probably differ with Williams. Experiences are matters of sampling, transducing,
associating, predicting and conceiving, i.e. taking and making. The simpler the experience seems
to us, the more likely it is that we have made it so. We improve in our understanding of things by
modifying our ways of experience. It’s not that a thing doesn’t exist on its own but that we only
know it through our sensori-motor-conceptual experience. This experience depends upon our
skill, measurements, tools, language and concepts with respect to the thing. These features of
experience give us the properties of the thing –the props in all senses: supports, properties, stage
materials. These props enable us to stage the world from moment to moment.
42

43

One reason that these ideas are neither real nor achievable is that they are usually stated in
absolute terms. Unconditional equity would be impossible to achieve, for example, because it
could not be arranged for all people to have equity with respect to all matters. If the earth’s
surface were equitably divided for all humans, most would receive a plot of the sea. If only the
dry land were equitably divided, many would go to deserts and icebergs. When we use words like
equitable relative to some goal, however, they can guide us to make good reforms. For example,
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we might consider the goal of more equity in available housing, etc. The same can be said of
“eternity.” It is obvious that human bodies are not built for eternity, but it is possible to improve
the human condition by extending life expectancy. Self-knowledge, eternity, equity, and other
ideals lead us to inquire and learn. This is their value.
44
This comes from a statement by Socrates: “There are many things I do not understand, but that
we should be better, braver and less helpless if we were to inquire than we should be if we
engaged in the idle fancy that there is no knowing and that one need not inquire, this is a
proposition upon which I am prepared to fight.” (paraphrased)
45

The experiences of Lavoisier, Mme. Lavoisier, Priestly, Hooke and Boyle transformed the
alchemy of Albertus Magnus and Roger Bacon into chemistry. Their experiences were
constrained by replications, calibrated instruments and repeated measurements. The descriptions
of their experiences and their findings were studied like scripts and performed in hundreds of
settings. Just as the experience of how to handle fire was refined from one generation to the next,
so the experiences of chemistry were refined. Now the forbidding mathematics of theoretical
chemistry seems to defy the claim that it is a refinement of experiences, but it is.
I was thinking about how to define “eternal.” Can we examine this religious concept to
discover anything worth retaining? I don’t like simply to dismiss religious ideas. They are about
something even though they are problematical. Indeed, my whole Marginal Notes was devoted to
retelling certain religious stories of particular value –stories about the Good Samaritan, Daniel,
the founding of America, the Flood, the Blind Beggar, The Sower, and the family of
Agammemnon. At the very least, “eternal” means “remembered” or “worth cherishing.” Whether
the great deed was at Roncevalles or the upper room, those who were there took pains to have it
remembered. The fact that the content and even the meaning of the story have changed is perhaps
of less importance than the effort of preservation itself.
The religious group is always more important than the object of devotion. After all, the
definition of the object comes from the group, and, like any other concept, it changes,
notwithstanding the gyrations of creeds and canons. Any religion that lasts will continue to grow
outside its canon. Its traditions and interpretations are the religious equivalent to the
modifications of theory and concepts which go on in science, but unless they reach the level of a
heresy or reformation, these traditional interpretations are just considered plenary canon at best or
devotional, non-canonical and edifying sayings. See F.F. Bruce The Canon of Scripture.
46

47

The social ideal of equity, like the goals of eternal life, self-knowledge, and creating or finding
gold, is to be approached, not achieved. In approaching such imaginary or visionary aims we
learn other things, like the balance of powers needed in government --and inventions like
chemistry, chansons de geste, and the process of systematic inquiry. These inventions are not
secondary to ideals. They are what ideals generate. Emma Lazarus says that Liberty lifts her lamp
“beside the golden door.” Despite our feelings about the homeless, the gypsies, the diseased and
wretched, and despite the inequities that lie ahead of them, the door, lit by a lamp like
Schweitzer’s lantern on the dock at Lamberene, is still open. The ideal resists corrosion. Despite
the restrictions imposed upon us by the nature of cognition, these inventions show what
imagination can achieve. As William Carlos Williams said,
“The flower dies down
and rots away
But there is a hole
in the bottom of the bag.
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It is the imagination
which cannot be fathomed.
It is through this hole
that we escape.”
Ideals remain active as long as our imagination continues to see through them. See also the
comments in Profit of Doom about Avery Crawley’s museum of inventions.
48

Not only are we outclassed by the size and power of the universe; we are literally out-classed
by the inestimable number of categories, concepts and patterns that potentially exist in the
universe. Such comments as “Accept that what we take/For things is what we make” may lead to
the vapid remark that “nothing’s real.” In fact, nothing is more real than the experience of that
“which we have heard, which we have seen with our eyes, which we have looked upon and
touched with our hands.” (I John 1:1) This is also the kind of experience that Wordsworth
recounts in Tintern Abbey and that Faraday had, observing an electrical phenomenon in the
laboratory, when he exclaimed, “Oh that it would go on!” (paraphrased). When all our sensory
and cognitive witnesses are fully engaged to take in experience and process it through the
percepts and concepts provided by our bodies, we are very close to happiness as defined by
Aristotle, viz. “the full exercise of our powers along the lines of excellence.” It doesn’t get any
more real. That we do not get “outside” knowing or outside the skull is not something to lament
in exaggerated tones (or tomes) but rather it is an understanding to maintain in lively awareness.
We are always, as pilots say, living “on instruments,” the instruments being perception and
conception. We do not get outside them: they are the conditions for cognition. To speak of
knowing without percepts and concepts is like speaking of seamanship without the sea or ships.
Remaining alert to the nature and ranges of the readings from our instruments keeps us
from being too easily persuaded by them, as we are when we act from impulse or prejudice, for
example. We are less quick to say that our experiences are “real” or “the way things are” and
more likely to be skeptical and to seek corroboration. Remaining alert to our instruments helps us
to restrain speculation and seek moderate courses of action. All instruments require maintenance,
calibration and attentive use. Taking our concepts and percepts for granted can be as dangerous as
disregarding an altimeter or weighing saltpeter on unzeroed scales.. One need only consider such
concepts as race, gender, divine right, geocentric, Arianism, jihad, crusade, segregation, free
market, miasma, phlogiston, ether, and atom or such percepts as field of view, contrast, relative
speed, perspective, frequency, and duration to realize that these are tools that deserve at least as
much care and attention as the lawn mower we pull out every spring.
49
Verification requires peer review and replication of findings. Often the replication leads to a
simpler way of explaining the findings. There are other kinds of partnership, such as that between
the theorist like Priestley or Maxwell and the empiricist like Hooke or Faraday. The partnership
of the hubris-afflicted Gilgamesh with his wild friend Enkidu brought about just the kind of
correction that is always needed when leaders see themselves as a class apart rather than as a
temporary executive function whose most important working-requirements are compassion and
wisdom. After writing the poem, I came across this comment in an article by Frederick Crews in
the March 2007 issue of The Skeptical Inquirer: “I suggest that there is no such thing as deep
knowledge, in the sense of insight so compelling that it needs no validation. There is only
knowledge, period. It is recognizable not by its air of holiness or its emotional appeal but by its
capacity to pass the most demanding scrutiny of well-informed people who have no prior
investment in confirming it. A politics of sorts, neither leftist nor rightist, follows from this
understanding. If knowledge can be certified only by a social process of peer review, we ought to
do what we to foster communities of uncompromised experts That means actively resisting guruism, intellectual cliquishness, guilt assuaging double standards, and, needless to say, disdain for
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the very concept of objectivity…”(Volume 31, Issue 2, p.30).
Truth-making or trueing up our ideas can only be done in a community, no matter how
great the genius who originates the ideas. Furthermore, the studio of nature ultimately compels us
to work together if we are to grow in understanding. When Niels Bohr realized that he could not
simultaneously think of his son in terms of love and justice he compared the difficulty to
simultaneously holding in mind the figure and ground of pictures like the familiar vase-face.
From these observations came his concept of complementarity. Methodological problems,
according to Heisenberg, prevented one from simultaneously measuring speed and position of
particles, and wave-and-particle duality was a perceptual artifact rather than the way things were.
Multiple observers are needed if we are to have any hope of understanding complementary
events. Even self-knowledge, which can only be approximated, requires others. These others are
as often preachers, poets, novelists, musicians, dancers and painters as they are cognitive
scientists, and this is why we need a “social process of peer review,” such as Crews describes.
The “witness” is all of our perceptual and conceptual apparatus. We can behold no more
than it reveals. We badly need other frames of reference, an escape from our own skulls, but it’s
hard to get any free passage beyond the mind’s territory, although we make some progress by
learning other languages, such as maths. What we most need, however, are partners—others who
verify our work and validate our claims. By them, we gain the height and change of scale to see
beyond ourselves. And by those other partners, whose love we cannot value too much, its worth
being “unknown although its height be taken,” we come down in scale to see within others—a
territory also beyond ourselves. So, through partners in both verification and empathy, through
community, we find a way to get around our own intentions and our self-embedded truths. These
two paths, understanding and compassion, together deliver us from our own limitations, while we
deliver others in the same ways—even if they are only strangers who later happen upon
something we made long ago, like this poem.
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To these famous partners from the Bhagavad-Gita, Gilgamesh Epic, Iliad, and Lewis and Clark
expedition, I add Susan Irene Bruch Rose (“Irene Brooks”), because I was always composing and writing
for her.
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To be able to take the world differently—to grasp how things are and to act wisely on this basis—you
must put in the time and work to make and examine all of your connections to the world. This work of
learning, synthesis, understanding and compassion ideally should precede decision-making and action.
Animals react; humans perform. If we construct the world from unexamined prejudices, we will also take it
and act upon it daily in the same way. Those whom we most honor, however, have first learned to
understand and empathize; then they have learned how to put together one wise performance after another.
This is the aim of education.
Forty years ago, I included an early version of this poem in a paper for a college philosophy
course. I sent a copy of it to Susie. She didn’t know what to make of it. Neither did Professor Clark. And
now, neither do I.
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This last set is made of earlier poems that I have selected for consideration under the same nine
categories. Here’s a brief summary:
100 Deflections The snow image returns from Much understanding is learning what to ignore. Allusions
are made to various physical speculations—multi-verses, strings, altered views of time. As in other
attempts to gain purchase or even a perch, however, our human achievements remain tentative, and our
personal lives, temporary.
200 Progress

We are responsible for our conceptions of what is dear and holy and worth cherishing.

300 Crooked E’s and other Swell Ideas is about speculation, economics, and community. It ranges from the
Enron scandal to the gin riots (the Gordon riots of 1780 in London), the derivatives market, and the tulip
bubble in Holland, weaving back and forth in history in the same way that speculation drunkenly searches
for the best chance. I don’t understand economics. Ezra Pound, ranting about usury, probably didn’t either,
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but when he wrote “learn from the green world what can be thy place in scaled invention or true artistry” he
showed that he did understand about community. In the midst of empires that set themselves as centers and
standards for the rest of the world is this drunken, unseemly, speculative enterprise. Somehow, it seemed
fitting to end this litany of assaults on community with a dangling preposition.
400 Patch this to his midbrain This is a science fiction poem about thought control in semi-monastic
community of the future, where an order of workers live by a Rule that turns Te Deum to tedium. A worker
whose output shows unacceptable deviations undergoes a mental correction. The technician who modifies
his thoughts is a kind of über-linguist.
500 Wooly Bears contrasts the track of a natural procession with the results of human activities.
600 Landmark Shopping Center is from Profit of Doom. I wrote it when we lived in Kent Towers, across
Shirley highway from the shopping center. Sometimes it seems that ugly structures and rusting machinery
will lie around the planet long after humans are gone. As I wrote this note, however, almost forty years
later, plans were underway to knock Landmark down, but it still stands.
700 Death Benefits Just as the Betta Version poem insisted that artifice is simply another natural
phenomenon, this poem reminds us that no matter how natural art may appear, it is artificially arranged.
We rejoice in believing it to be real, when we know it isn’t. Perhaps we willingly “suspend disbelief”
because we are comforted by the complete and understandable world presented to us—unlike the world in
which we search uncertainly for what we need and face the loss of all that we cherish.
800 Teak Walker While Props used images of stagecraft to talk about cognition, Teak is a three-act play
about a complex young man with his own ideas about moving up in the world and getting justice for those
who are dear to him.
900 Seeing Regis and Kathie Lee on a Bus in Richmond The “partners” in this poem are television
personalities. More broadly, they are men, in the first section, and women, in the second section.Their
images are the output from a home appliance that, like our other conveniences, makes our lives easier.
Unlike blenders, cement mixers, or buses with televisions, however, the TV hosts provide narrative and
meaning to a daily life that might otherwise be difficult to explain or express. Beginning with a faint echo
of Milton (“Of man’s first disobedience and the fruit..“), I suggest that women understand this appliance
better than men do. The reference to feet and light is Psalm 119:105.
Sunday Afternoon was written when we still lived at Rock Springs, where we found great pleasure in each
other, our sons, and in life for 28 years.
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. . . sharing all lines and the quilted cover
of the Earth, now surveyed,
waiting to be remade.

—FRAMESHIFTS (vol.2, p.376)
(Quilt design by Mary Hobson)

AFTERWORD
Annunciations surround us. Attention to them reveals patterns in the world around
us and inside us. Attention is always rewarded, but annunciations come on their own
terms. Mary did not make a deal with Gabriel. Newton did not select his own spectrum.
Proper attention requires the proper frame of reference. You do not watch the chola
cactus grow without yourself slowing down. You don’t see through the sipapu hole in the
floor of a kiva without knowing that the character of the world can change so much that
only a few survivors may rise into the new reality—the new frameshift.

My writing and music is about accepting annunciations, changing your frame of
reference, and crossing thresholds into new realities. We cross thresholds at a child’s
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birth and coming of age, at the death of a loved one, and in other moments of insight and
sacred encounter. Annunciations, my first musical work, was an oratorio about the
angel’s message to Mary. In my works, annunciations come in many forms: a crocodile’s
warning (The Queen and the Crocodile); a child’s disappearance (Shura), a tattoo
(Hidden Moves and Hidden Faces), a frequency distribution (Spearpoints Bright, second
story in FRAMESHIFTS), a veteran’s memories (Amber, a chamber opera), and even a
virus that seems to have a message for its hosts (in the second volume of
FRAMESHIFTS).
Sometimes nature’s annunciations must be mediated, as when James Hansen
explained the frameshift of climate change to a Congressional committee or when Bill
McKibben wrote his book, Eaarth—giving a new name to our altered planet. In Marking
Time, a memoir, my reflections are mediated by the mountains, wildlife, and people of
New Mexico, where I lived as an adolescent. Avery Crawley, the weather-prophet in
FRAMESHIFTS, comments on the way things and places seem to hold our memories:
In some way, railing and cloud could be trusted;
They kept his memories, as did Ark and Salvage Yard.
These and his museums and Foxglove Center
Were his vessels for such memories . . .
Returning to New Mexico after more than forty years, I found that many places
and objects still held memories. Annunciations surrounded me. Perhaps, like the teepee
stone formations of Cochiti, the annunciations had been there all along. The poet Basho
wrote:
Stillness—
soaking into the rocks,
the cicada’s cries.
Were so many annunciations soaked up by the desert during forty years, or was I finally
quiet enough to hear them?

—Richard L. Rose
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Other works by Richard L. Rose:
FRAMESHIFTS? Two volumes? What is it?
It is literary fiction made of multiple genres united by theme and character. At
first glance, it appears to be a story collection, beginning with a mystery; but look at the
back and you find a philosophical poem. Between the covers are mysteries, suspense
stories, literary fiction, science fiction, love stories, fictional memoirs and letters,
adventure stories, dramatic dialogues, and a section of poetic narrative made of made of
dozens of forms—sestinas, sonnets, terza rima, droeg-kvaet, prose poems, ballads.
One may read the stories and poems in any sequence, but as one reads, a novel
emerges. Its narrative concerns a fictional community in Northern Virginia from the
current time to a disturbing future of climatic and social upheavals. Both volumes are
listed on Amazon in hard copy and in Kindle versions. Rose’s book blog is
http://www.frameshifts.com. To find or add to the reviews on Amazon, look for
Frameshifts by Richard L. Rose. A sample of Frameshifts, the mystery story Death
Wears A Tricorn, is also available in multiple ebook platforms.
MARGINAL NOTES. Words and music, collected with personal papers, are on
the website marginalnotesinwordsandmusic.org. Here find reference to the set of
operas—Annunciations, Amber, The People’s Voice, The Books of Daniel, La Rinuncia,
and The Profit of Doom—as well as other works and information, including the sequel to
Frameshifts, entitled Hidden Moves and Hidden Faces and information about works in
progress, such as Floats and Sinkers, a poetry collection, Marking Time, a poetic memoir,
and The Fisher of the James, a solo work retelling a Grimm Brothers’ fairy tale about
always wanting more than we have.
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About Richard L. Rose
Richard L. Rose has retired from several careers, including teaching, medical
laboratory work, environmental education and research, math and science supervision,
and teaching science and science teaching methods in public schools and universities.
After growing up “on the road” with a military family, described in the memoir Marking
Time, he settled in Northern Virginia with his wife to raise two sons and follow his
vocation of teaching and avocations of writing and musical composition.
Since retiring, he has produced a poetry collection, Floats and Sinkers, and a set
of chamber operas, Annunciations, The Books of Daniel, Amber, The People’s Voice, and
The Profit of Doom. Following his wife's death and beginning a second marriage, he
composed La Rinuncia and self-published the novel, FRAMESHIFTS, in 2011. All but
the last of the operas were benefit concerts for groups like Amnesty, Habitat, and local
charities. Another musical work, The Fisher of the James,on environmental concerns, and
a set of stories, Hidden Moves and Hidden Faces, come from living in Richmond. The
book and other projects are described on his website marginalnotesinwordsandmusic.org
and book blog site, http://www.frameshifts.com. In his spare time, he collects rejection
slips.
Recurrent themes are the transience of our lives and habitat and an insistence that
we find effective ways to attend to this fact. By producing benefit concerts, reducing
royalties, and recommending nonprofit organizations worthy of their attention, he invites
readers to make their own creative responses. Perhaps readers of FRAMESHIFTS will be
inspired to imagine and accomplish something positive for their communities. In writing,
however, his intention is simply to tell a good story with interesting characters in
surprising situations.

